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DECORATIVE LIGHTING 
BRONZE SINKS + HARDWARE

LIGHTING RESTORATION +  
RETROFITTING

Lighting is our passion and our specialty. 

Our award-winning luminaires offer the 

most advanced energy-saving lamping 

technologies as well as recycled materials 

with high post-consumer content. Most 

importantly, we offer inspired designs that 

you won't find anywhere else. Choose from 

our diverse lighting lines or let us design a 

custom light for your project.

sustainable + handmade

eleek is a sustainable design  
and manufacturing business specializing 

in beautiful, durable building parts crafted 

by hand using time tested processes and 

materials. In addition to lighting, sinks, 

hardware and tile, Eleek offers custom 

design and manufacturing as well as lighting 

restoration and retrofitting services. Eleek 

was founded in 2000 by third-generation 

patternmaker Eric Kaster and his marketing-

savvy partner Sattie Clark, based on 

their ideals of environmental and social 

sustainability. Eleek uses the framework of 

the Natural Step Network to define its goals 

and gauge its progress. 

Eleek is very proud to be named among 

Sustainable Industries Top Ten Green Building 

Products four years in a row, and the City 

of Portland has recognized Eleek for its 

sustainable practices. 

Eleek is one of 25 

companies selected 

by Business Week in 

2010 as “America’s 

Most Promising Social 

Entrepreneurs.”

2326 n flint avenue

portland, or 97227

v 503.232.5526

f 503.232.5527

info@eleekinc.com

www.eleekinc.com



CAST mETAL SINKS

With our expertise in building light fixtures 

using time-tested materials and techniques, 

it was a given that sooner or later we would 

be asked to restore light fixtures with historic 

value. We have the ability to do large-scale 

full-service restoration, going far beyond 

just cleaning and rewiring. Our full service 

restoration can include historical research 

and archiving, complete replication of 

luminaires, installation of LED or pin-based 

CFL lamping, and ETL listing. 

Eleek makes several lines of cast metal 

hardware in recycled aluminum, bronze and 

lead-free pewter. Our newest line, Masa 

cabinet hardware, is cast of 100% scrap 

aluminum we get locally from The ReBuilding 

Center (see ProjectScrap.Org for more 

information). Eleek is very proud to have 

won the Sustainable Industries Top Ten Green 

Building Products for its Masa hardware.

We also offer bold, recycled aluminum and 

bronze cast metal tile in our signature River 

Rock aluminum finish and oil-rubbed or raw 

bronze finishes. 

LIGHTING RESTORATION  
+ RETROFITTING

WWW.ELEEKINC.COm

Eleek cast bronze sinks are the last sinks you 

will ever need to buy. You will bequeath 

them to your grandchildren. They will 

bequeath them to theirs. The embodiment 

of non-obsolescence handcrafted of high 

post-consumer recycled material. Everything 

about these sinks feels substantial, grounded 

and authentic. They are objects of art 

so durable and functional that it makes 

recyclability a non-issue (but of course they 

are also recyclable).

HARDWARE + TILE


